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PRECIS
RESEARCH PROGRESS REPORT

Title: "Annual Progress Report: Automatic Indexing and Abstracting, Part II. English

Indexing of Russian Technical Text," H. R. Robison, Annual Progress Report, Part II,

Office of Naval Research, Contract Nonr 4440(00)

Background: This investigation is concerned with the development of automatic indexing,

abstracting, and extracting systems. Basic investigations in English morphology,

phonetics, and syntax are pursued as necessary means to this end.

Condensed Report Contents: The following report describes a computer system for

the IBM 7094 which produces English indexes of technical Russian text.

Part of the indexing system produces a machine dictionary on magnetic tape. This

dictionary is a computer representation of standard English-Russian phrase technical

dictionaries. A machine dictionary must exist for the same field as the text being

indexed.

The indexing portion of the system operates upon the machine dictionary. Russian

text phrases are matched against Russian dictionary phrases. When a match is found,

the English translation is extracted from the dictionary. The fir.,0 index is constructed

from the set of such English translations.

The Russian dictionary entries are in canonical form. The indexing system contains

reverse inflection algorithms which transform text phrases to their canonical forms.

For Further Information: T[he complete repzrt is available in the major Navy technical

libraries and can be obtained from the Defense Documentation Center. A few co|pics

are available for distribution by the author.
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FOREWORD

This report is Part II of the Annual Progress Report: Automatic

Indexing and Abstracting submitted to the Office of Naval Research

under Contract Nonr 4440(00). The work was jointly supported by

the Independent Research Program of Lockheed Missiles & Space

Company, and the Office of Naval Research.
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I

ABSTRACT

The following report describes a computer system for the IBM 7094

which produces English indexes of technical Russian text.

Part of the indexing system produces a machine dictionary on magnetic

tape. This dictionary is a computer representation of standard English-

Russian technical phrase diction,.ries.

The indexing portion of the system matches Russian tcxt phrases against

Russian dictionary phrases. Dictionary phrases are in canonical form;

reverse inflection algorithms transform text phrases to their canonical

form. When a match is found, the English translation of the match is

extracted from the dictionary. The final index is constructed from the

set of such English translations.
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Section I

INTRODUCTION

1. 1 GENERAL DISCUSSION

This report describes a computer system for the IBM 7094 which produces a deep

English index of untranslated scientific Russian text. The index is prir:ted in a back-

of-thE-book -type format. Though verbs may appear in a human-produced index of this

type, such an index consists, for the most part, of an alphabeticaily arranged collection

of nouns and their modifiers. The computer-produced index described here indexes

nouns and their modifiers with great accuracy. If desired. the system will also per-

form cross indexing.

In the analysis and programming of the indexing system. the most attention was devoted

to nouns and adjectives. However. the system will index verbs if desiL'ed. Only a

certain noun configuration will not, at present. be indexed. This will be discussed in

the body of the report.

This report has been written for readers having little, if any, knowledge of the Russian

language. This fact has led to a somewhat lengthy report as Russian examples have

been used widely.

Sectiviin z discusses the inflectional nature of Russian. and t,,c concepts of .ar:•ai•ni

atd rev erqe intlection. Those familiar with Russian. even on general terms. can

ignore this %~ection.

Section 3 exttnds the meanings of paradigm and re•-erse inflection to phrases.

sections 4 and 5 describe the construction of the machine( dictionaury and the Raw indvx,

respectively.

1-1
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Section 6 describes the rules whereby the Final Index is formed from the Raw Index.

Section 7 describes possible uses to which the Indexing System may be put,

Appendix D uses a formal, compact notation to describe the formation of the Dictionary

3: Creation Program and the Raw Index. The verbal description of the Indexer, which

occupies most of the report. can be read independently of this section. On tile other

hand, an understailding of this section will in itself give a complete understanding of

the formation of the Raw Index.

1.2 TRANSLATION OF PHRASES

It should be stressed that this system produces English indexes of untranslated Russian

texts. It does so by recourse to a computer-implemented technical phrase dictionary.

Such dictionaries, both Russian-English and English-Russian. are commercially

available for a wide variety of technical fields. Part of the indexing system will con-

vert any such dictionary to a machine dictionary on magnetic tape. A machine

dictionary must be available for the same technical field as the corpus being indexed.

The necessity for using such dictionaries can be stated briefly: the translation of a

technical phrase is a function of all the words within it taken together. Only occasionally

is the translation of a phrase equal to the translation of the words cemposing it.

Figure 1-1 lists five Russian phrases. The word-for-word translations of the five

phrases are:

* Automatic telephone system

a Cathode with open upper end

* Contact combs for recalculation

• Equally accessible bunc1 ies

* Clearance with released anchor

1-2
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1. ABTOMATHqECKAR TEJIECOHHAR CHCTEMA

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE SYSTEH

2. KATOA C OTKPbITbIM BEPXHHM KOHUOM

OPEN CATHODE

3. KOHTAKTHbIE rPEI6EHKH AfhIM flEPEC'ETA

TRANSLATION FIELD

4. PABHOJAOCTYIIHbiE lY4qKH

EQUALLX ACCESSIBLE TRUNK GROUPS

5. 3A30P HPH OTHYWEHHOM RKOPE

RELEASED GAP

Fig. 1-1 Ph rase 'Franslattions

1 -MP
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Below each Russian phrase in Fig. 1-1 appears the English translation selected from

an electronics phrase dictionary. Only in the first phrase are the two translations

the same.

1.3 INDEX ENTRIES: AN EXAMPLE

Before proceeding to the body of the report, a brief example of the formation of an

index will be demonstrated. Figure 1-2 illustrates a sentence in which six single

words and three phrases are contained in a phrase dictionary on nuclear physics.

It frequently happens that a text phrase does not have a translation in the dictionary.

while the elements composing it do have dictionary translations. In such a case. all

elements which are contained in the dictionary are translated and the resulting coni-

bination forms an entry for the index.*

... KAMEPY BRIJ!LCOHA B MAFHHTHOM IrOJIE....

CLOUD CHAMBER MAGNETIC FIELD

CLOUD CHAMBER IN MAGNETIC FIELD

Sometimes elements of text phrases are high frequency words such as some. though

not most. prepositions. The translations of such %ords will be incorporated into the

index where possible.

Figure 1-2 shows the sentence to be indexed. The phrases occurring in the nuclear

dictionary are underlined.

'thi index contains the following items:

"* Cloud chamber in riagnetic field

"* Detector of particles

"Ii will be necessary in the repx)rt to discuss text phrases and dictionarvY phhr',se,, . 'It.
o'id 'conlusiontext phrases will apiciar with a string of dots which retp rcscit tIhe

suntvncn' in which the phrase appea rs.

1-I
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* Energy loss after passage through lead absorbers

0 Lead absorbers, energy loss after passage through

* Magnetic field, cloud chamber in

1.4 THE INDEXING SYSTEM

The indexing system consists of two main parts, the Dictionary Creation Program

(DCP), and the Indexer.

1.4. 1 Dictionary Creation Program

The DCP creates a machine dictionary which is used by the Indexer. Creation of the

machine dictionary takes place prior to and independently of the Indexer's operation.

The dictionary itself is stored oi magnetic tape. Once a dictionary for a given field

or subfield of science has been created, it is used by the Indexer to index all texts in

the same field.

1.4.2 The Indexer

The operation of the Indexer proceeds in two steps: creation of a Raw Index. aiud

creation, from the Raw Index, of the Final Index.

0 itRw Index

Phr:tses in the Russian text which is being indexed are mnatched against

Russiait phrases in the machine dictivinary. When a match is fotuid. the

English translatiom of th,2 Russian phr': se is retrieved from the dictionary

and plka•d in the Ritaw Index. athong with informationi regariding the positioit

and legth ,'I the phrase on the piage. and the part--of-speech ot the mainm w•ord

ill thi phill' tt,

* I~it,ii tindt'\

The I{Llw ImAlkx is .xamilled and. using the inflormation vontajilie iii it a Vail.;

l)(I s\ iS vt)ll•trUcCtId.

I -IS
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Section 2

INFLECTIONAL NATURE OF THE RUSSIAN LANGUAGE

2.1 INFLECTION DEFINED

Before discussing the indexing system in detail, it is essential to understand something

of the inflection problem in Russian.

Inflection is that property of a language by which a particular relationship bcetween two,
words, usually nouns or pronouns. is expressed by a change in form of one of the

words. This type of relationship is usually referred to as case.

English was once a more highly inflected language than at present. but there still

remains a residue of the old case structure. Thus, the pronoun I inflexts to me when
it becomes the direct object of a verb or the object of a preposition, as who changes

to whom in the same circumstances.

In Russian there are six cases, and two numbers - singular and plural. In Russian.

therefore, a noun may have as many as twelve forms. Figures 2-1 and 2-2 show the
case forms for the three genders of Russian nouns - masculine. feminine. and neuter.

The names of the six cases are nominative. genitive, dative, accusative. instrumental.

andi prepositional.

Russian adjectives also inflect according to the case of the noun the% modify (Fig. 2-:;'.

Figures 2-1 through 2-3 illustrate the declensions of regular nouns atnd :adjectivcs.

"The set of all inflected forms of a given wordl is called the paradigm of the %ord.
Generally. some of the members of the paradigm coincide. The set which 'ontains

only distinct entries is called the reductdjlyiradjigi.

2-1
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ii~wiiine Sin gular Nuc

Ra d soft $oft I Hard Sof t Sof t

Nomi. CTOJI My3CA - AO)K2Ib meCTO noa'e 32L~itivie
Geni. CTOJA& Uy3CR AOW,2L* MCCTa n6ags 3AtA1iiit

Dont. CTO.1y MNV36K A0)IAlb MC6CTY Ww.rio 33Li11111

A ee (i'OJ wlylto ;110A%:(b mIkCI o n6.ie 30

InshtI. CT0.IOM NIV3 TM 7(1.1.jim m Nc -r o m 10.1Cm 3XaIltem
Prep. Covii Myice AOW+41. b MCTe niO.1 3X`a~11111

Plural

Nomn. CT'(1'1 MVti AOAf'2II1 meci-a ROAR5 3,'6111195

Cell. 0' O.OB %I).iCCB AOl,0~I1f MCCT n14)'ucil 3.iAuhir

Dat. CTolaam st%369P. :toxI(.aam NICT3M 110.71R1~1 3,1,11111M

Ace. CTO.lbI hf)3e1 .a0AAAtI MeCTi 1101114 3aamii
Instr. CTO.IAIWII My3CSIMN IIIAX0)KJ5Mlf NCCTiMIllf 10,0N111 3X'11tI1flMII
Prep. CToJ3AX My13-36X AO)KAOX JMCTaX flO.1$X 3,741aII;IS1X

Fig. 2-1 Masculine and Neuter Genders

Hard SoTf J Soft Sof t

Notn. 'h6mim ra II.C.BCOVh 4U l.t$

(;el. EOM IjTbl liCcabil 1'Ut;dit :. ~uII
Pitt. N( - MICITC Ijum~C tIpll (1%1 %t.11,1.1tl

Prep). KO.MlHTC i,'ti akpii d~~s

Plural

Nort. iN6%tIIaIaT flC1J.1$11 ll(* )IM q NI6.1l ~

6mr. kt)% ,Ida'Tl I4Cac.11- %III- 61 t 4 )a11 i.. l'.1 I111'l

Fig. -'-2) Feminine Gvis t'i
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Hard: -'bfi (-'1f0); -6f1

Plural
Maseuline Neuter Peninine All Genders

Nom. H6BbIA H68oe M6Daa fl61itae
Gen. t6oro w6Boro H6HOfo 16max
Dat. H6noMy H6OBOMy H6BOl H6BIM
Ace. HOMbwfl(oro) 96Boe n6Bym .o6BCe(,x)
Instr. H6Bbim HOBbIm HOBOfi (010) HOIbIMH
Prep. H6BOM HOBOM H61joA H6ntax

Soft: -'HA

Plural
Masculine Neuter Feminine All Genders

Nom. CtiHufl cAiuee ecia CuiHe
Gen. ci6mero chHero chiiefl CAHHX
Dat. c611emy chitemty ciilefl CHHHM
Aec. ciumAl(ero) cniee 6iIHI-01 CIIHC(1lX)
Instr. 6 1illm CiiHlfM ChIlefl (CIO) C1111115-11

Prep. cgHeM CftlieM cHilefi CAHHX

Fig. 2-3 Declension of Adjectives

There are. in addition. a great number of irregular nouns and adjectives whose

inflections differ in varying degree from those shown. We are not concerned at present.

however, with details of the inflectional structure but rather with its size and nature.

Thc important fact shown in Figs. 2-1 through 2-3 is that. despite the coincidence of

•wo or more elcnwnt.s ol I paradigm, there remains an overpowering multiplicity of

possible forms.

(This report is conecvrned mainly \with adjectives and nouns. Neve rtlel ess. sinte v'erhs

will N. ildexed it desired they will be discussed where it seems pertinent to (it so.

•\plncL.\ A contaills .1 listing of verbal forms for the first and setconul conjugatitns.ls

"2.2 INFLECTION AND REVERSE INFLECTION

In inanu~tl diet tonaries the paratligni of a word is rep b'seiyed by. a singh, ,'clmtnt ol I.,,-

paradignm. This elmv.ent is called the canonical Iorm ol the ix•latlign. Iti :itn Fmc.ii- 4

"2-1
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dictionary cathode is the canonical form of the paradigm {cathode, cathodes}.

Dictionary makers assume the ability on the user's part to transform an inflected form

of the word to its canonical form.

It goes without saying that there exist in both English and Russian many "irregvular"

words, so called because the "regular" transformations will not suffice to transform

the canonical form into elements of its paradigm and vice-versa. Nevertheless. the

very existence of canonical dictionaries implies that the great majority of words in

them are susceptible to "regular" transformations.

The process of transforming a canonical form into one or more elements of its

paradigm will be called inflection. The inverse transformation. deriving the canonical

form from an element of the reduced paradigm, will be called reverse inflection.

2.3 TYPES OF RUSSIAN MACHINE DICTIONARIES

There are two extreme forms which an automatic dictionary may take:

* An inflected or paradigm dictionary in which each element of each

paradigm is represented by a distinct entry

* A canonical dictionary in which a paradigm is represented Iy a single

entry- its canonical form

Th Ih tL'adigll dictiomary oplerates with a simple table-look-up progr:mm, but it has. of

(c'urse. the diisadvanitage (i great Size.

.\ idnl•lullal ditit1i4tiUll" implie s the existence of an algo rithin ot sonme ct'ompIIxit.

which can periti''l'l1 the r'everse intlectioln t rantsfor'mat ion oil words eIIcoitrctil il1 text.

i1.%h I lids ,)I thtc-A' tb, v\tri illmes .11e. of cour'se. • t•osible.

,.-C' C'_,HEED MiSSILES & s5'AOE CO,,6PAY
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2.4 THE REVERSE INFLECTION ALGORITHM

Several years ago a reverse inflection algorithm was developed and programmed for

use in a Russian parsing program W-ing developed at Lockheed. The algorithm itself

is the subject of a forthcoming report. but it is discussed in general terms in

Appendix B.

The dictionary which is used in conjunction with the reverse inflection algorithm is a

dictionary of canonical forms; the canonical forms are the classically accepted ones -

nominative singular for nouns, nominative singular masculine gender for adjectives.

and the infinitive for verbs and participles.

The principle of the algorithm can be stated briefly: potential canonical forms of a

given text word are constructed by removing certain terminal strings of kltters and

then adding new terminal strings. After each potential canonical form is constructed.

an attempt is made to find it in the dictionary. If the potential calonical formn has no

match in the dictionary, a new pot ntlal form is constructed and so on. until a true

canonical form is constructed or until all possible constructions for the word in

question have been exhausted.

At the time. then that the indexing program was written. there existed :a reverse

inflection algorithm designed to operate on a canonical dictionary whose enitries are

i :tssically defined canonical forms. The dictionary entries are single words. and

the rvei-se inilection algorithm operates on a single text word at a time. Let us

define such a dictionary as D and the reverse inflection algorithm as It . WVe willS

now extend the definitions of this section to a phrase dicti_:n:Ir\.

LSA
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Section 3

PHRASE DICTIONARIES, PHRASES

3. 1 PHRASE F MTIONARIES

In the Introduct, it was stated that the Indexer uses a dictionary of technical phrases

to compute the index. These dictionaries cover the terminology of a given field or

subfield of science and thus provide a list of phrase descriptors for the field in question.

This is a different type of dictionary than the ordinary dictionary whose entries are

single v%,ords. We are dealing now with a dictionary whose entries are phrases.

3.2 COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE PHRASE DICTIONARIES

English-Russian technical phrase dictionaries are lists of English phrases and their

Russian translations. Single words may occur, but, in general. these dictionaries

are phrase dictionaries.

A few dictionaries of this type have been published in the United States (where. of

course. the foi-mat is usually Russian-English), but for the most part they have been

conipiled in the Soviet Union. (References 1 through 6.)

Most Soviet dictionaries, having been prepared for translation of English to Russian.

are arranged alphabetically according te the English alphabet.

3-C
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3.3 EXAMPLES OF SOME TYPICAL PHRASES

The following is a list of phrases taken from a nuclear physics dictionary

[OJIiHAJi MOIUHOCTb PEAKLHN HA EAIHHHUY OELEMA

TOTAL REACTION POWER DENSITY

OPbHTAJIhHAI IfIJIOCKOCTb

ORBITAL PLANE

OOTOPOXZEHH E

PHOTOPRODUCTION

34'4EKTHBHOE CE4EHHL JAA ULJIL1HH31 YPAHA

CROSS SECTION FOR URANIUM FISSION

34bIEKT IlEPEHOCA

TRANSFER EFFECT

KOC MH 4LCKH4A

CO~SM IC

HHAYKTHPOBATb

INIDUCE

A.•H, EPEHUHPY IUAi CXEMA

I)I F FE EREN N IATING NET\' Olih

HAHOCHTh B 3AB91CHMIOCTH O1

1 1.()T\AGAINST

3-2
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3.4 PHRASE~ PARADIGMS, CANONICAL FORMS, REVERSE INFLECTION

The definitions of Section 2 can easily be extended to include phrases. Consider, for
example, the first phrase in the above set of examples. Its paradigm is:

Nom. n1OJHAA MOUAHOCTb PEAKL1HH HA EflHHHLAY 056EMA

GGen. rIOJIHOA MOUIHOCTH PEAKUHNH HA EAQHHHLIY O16bEMA

DDat. 1OJIHOVI MOIMHOCTH PEAKUIIH HA EAHHHIAY OE'bEMA

SiguarAce. nIOJHY1O MOS4HOCTb PEACUINH HA EALHHHUY OF~bEMA

tlIustr. rIoJHOR MOUHOCTbIO PEAKLIHN HA E[WHHHUY O16bEMA

PPrep. JIoJHOIR MOSQHOCTH PEAKWHM HA E[AHHHLIY O16bEMA

Nom. FIOJHbIE MOEAHOCTH PEAKLWH HA EJ1HHHLIY ObbEMA

GGen. nlOJHbIX MOUI1HOCTER PEAKLWH HA EAI!HHHUY 0O6-1EMA

Dat. UoJIHbIM MOIUHOCTRM PEAKUHH HA EflHHHUY OfibEMA
Plural

Acc. floJHbII MOEIHOCTH PEAKUHH HA EAHHHUY O6-bEMA

Instr. FlOJIBlMM MOENHOCTRMH PEAKUNH HA EAWHHUY OL'bEMA

PPrep. IIoJHbIX MOUAHOCTJ1X PEAKICHIK HA EAHHHLIY OLIEMA

The reduced paradigm is:

Nom. IIOJHAJI MOIIRHOCTL6 PEAKIWN HA EAtIIHHUY OBbEMA
Gen..
Dat., IIojiHoE M014HOCTH PEAICUHH HA EA1tHHHUY OLIEMA

S in 1,ul ar Prep.

Ace. [IOAHY10 MOEIHOCTb PEAKLWH HA EAHHHUY O161EfMA

III stv. flOJIHOR MOhIHOCTLK10 PEAKULHR HA EALHHHLUY ObbEMA

Nomn. fJOJIHbE MOEIHOCTH PEAKIAMH HA Ea1HNHUY OfibEMA
Ace.

Ge~n. IIOJIHMX MOINHOCTER PEAKLWM HA EAUHHHUY O~bEMA
Plural

Dat. UOJIHUM MOEHOCTAM PEAKUIIH HA EAHHHUY OfibEMA

iIIstL. I1OJHbIMH MORIHOCTAMM PEAKLIMH HA EIIHHHLIY O6'bEMA

)re..p. flOJHbIX MOUIHOCTAX PEAKLWHit HA EAHHHUY016b E MA

113-3
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The cases listed on the left refer Wo the case of the leftmost noun. We will define

the canonical form of the phrase as the form whose leftmusL noun is in the nominative

singular case. Thus in this example

IJOJIHAi MOISHOCTb PEAKUHH HA EAHHHLHY 0-bEMA

is the canonical form of the phrase paradigm. The process of transforming the

canonical form of a phrase into one or more elements of its paradigm is called inflection

and. as before, the inverse transformation deriving the canonical form of :i phrase

from an element of the paradigm is called reverse inflection. We will denote by Dp
a dictionary whose entries are canonical phrases. R is the reverse inflectionP
algorithm that transforms members of the phrase ppradigm to canonical form.

L,2.',CKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
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Section 4

THE DICTIONARY CREATION PROGRAM

4.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION

An examination of the Russian phrases of a phrasc dictionary indicates that each phrase

has within it a main or pivotal word upon which the rest of the phrase. so to speak.

depends. Usually this word is the leftmost noun or verb of the phrase. (If the phrase

consists of a single word, then obviously this is the pivotal word.) This pivotal word

occurs in the canonical form-infinitive of verbs, nominative singular for nouns.

We will see that this word may automatically be identified with great accuracy. This

main or pivotal word will be referred to from now on as the representative word.

The position of the representative word within the dictionary phrase is defined as the

left and right limits of the phrase with respect to the representative word. These left

and right limits are called coordinates.

The DCP selects a set of representative words from the phrases of the phrase

dictionary. If a word of this set or an element of the paradigms of this set ottu-rs

in text. it is a signal to the Indexer that this text word may be the representative of

an entire text phrase. the equivalent of which is contained in the machine dictionary.

Next, the Indexer retrieves the cwrdinates of the representative word and use,;S these

coordinates to examine the text environment of that word which was originall% trans-

formed into the representative word.

In short, the construction of the set of representative words is equivalcnt to th1 11. sti-

lishment of a set of signals to inform the Indexer that the environment of a given text
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word must be examined in detail because it may contain a phrase whose equivalent

o.curs in the machine dictionary. In addition to the set of representative words, the

DCP creatos a set of Russian phrases and a set of English translations of these phrases.

Links between these three sets are also, of course, established so that the Indexer

may thread its way from representative word to Russian phrase represented by that

word to English translation of the phrase.

4.2 SELECTION OF REPRESENTATIVE WORDS AND THEIR COORDINATES

The dictionary creation program examines the string of Russian words making up the

Russian portion of a dictionary entry and

"* Selects the representative word of the phrase

"* Assigns a part-of-speech category of noun. verb. or adjective* to the

representative word

"* Determines the coordinates of the representative word within the phrase

The representative word is defined as follows:

"* The leftmost noun or verb in the phrase

"* If there is no noun or verb in the phrase. the phrase is an adjective (or

a string of adjectiv'es); the rightmobl. adjective is selected as tilth

representative word

These rules imply alt ability to distinguish between adjectives. Itlmns, and vi'rias

Since the Dictionary Creatin prugram (lodes not have recourk.c to a1 dict'itua:r\, is ill

"larticipltes in ph rast- dictiotJirics generally Iwha,. synltauticac'ill. as tholugh thl'v ~v:ltr'
attributive adlectivs (Al)pVIndtLx A). The cuantoical folrm of 1 plarticiple' i.s )vnccrall V
considleredl the infiniltive' from which the participle derives. \,c will see thati a.1 poct ti% ..
which lie t) Ei' left of representativc words or are represeittative wordl•s thLiwm.clves
are listed in the machine diction'ary by their stems. This is truc of lxiilti'Iplts ;is
vwell, tilth form Iwing the word minus its adjectival ending. It -C . or -C b had t,,
Il removed frhom thit participle to get to its adjectival ending then -C m or ( ht-
is restored to the participle stem. in sionmmarV. pairticiples eh.ave like aitralet ut,
adjectives. and are ha-inded is such b%. thle indexing system. Each time, the \,iwI
"adjectivct occurs inl the relport it uzut be read as "aIjt'ive and/or pal iilii.
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fact actually making the dictionary, it is evident that the separati, a must be made on

the basis of the actual words occurring in the phrases. Table 4-1 shcms the endings

used to partition canonical forms into their part-of-speech catep-ories.

Table 4-1

ENDINGS USED TO PARTITION CANONICAL FORMS INTO
THEIR PART-OF-SPEECH CATEGORIES

Verb-Part(a) Adj Noun Adj-Noun Verb

-CA -m A -OCTb -HHg -Tb
-Cb -4HA -04b -O0 TH

-IBHA E•4b -EE
-EHA
-rHR
-KHA

.. RR
-AX
-AJI

"-OE

-IHE

-EHE
*!HE

-KHE
* KM E
-XItE

"WE

j:a) If th'cse endings toccui remove them before searching
for o)ther endings. Ies.ore them after suffix examination.

The word endings are examined in conjww('tion with each other. Thus the word
IIEPHOAMH4iHOCTh is not a verb but a noun because the verbal (-Tb) ending Is

c-ontained in a larger noun (-OCT b) ending. The larger ending takes precedetice.

If a word has none of the above endings it is called a noun. Thus Ct 4tLHNM s a

nouwi because it has no ending in the above categories. The endings 04 b anm k 4 ! ,
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are verbal endings as well as noun endings, but the verbs form such a small class of

technical words that it was decided to designate words with such endings as nouns.

HAHOCHTb is called a verb only after determining that its verbal (-Th) ending

is not contained in the longer (-OCTL) noun ending. nlP3MORi is called both a

noun and an adjective because its ending is ambiguous.

4.3 FINDING THE REPRESENTATIVE WORD

The separation is made on the basis of endings. The method is quite accurate though

not 100 percent accurate. It must also be kept in mind that the method described

below applies to Russian dictionary phrases in canonical form, not to other members

of the canonical form's paradigm.

Definition: A terminator is an unambiguous noun or verb.

Rule 1: Scan Russian phrase from left to right. The scan halts at the first

terminator. This terminator is the representative word.

Rule 2: The Russian phrase begins with an ambiguous word or a string of

ambiguous words. Three possibilities arise and are handled as follows:

(a) Call the first word a noun and apply Rule 1.

(b) The ambiguous string has k words. Call each of the 1, words

adjectives. If there is a k + 1 word call it a noun and apply

Rule 1. If there is no k 4 1 word apply Rule 3.

Rule 3: No terminator is encountercd and no ambig-uous words are encountered.

The phrase consists of an adjective or a strin' of adjectives. The scan

is terminated by the last word. Call the last word the representative

word.

The practical result of Rule 2 is that two rep'resentative, words are selected, two

l)hrases, and two linkages to the English ranslatiom. Thus. a word ending in -00

is listed two times as a representatiVe W()rd. HOiC. ,:I a o)un. nCIe as all riecf ire.

(IE'xamplcs are shown in subsection 4..)
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In summary then, the representative word is defined by means of the three rules as:

"* The first noun or verb encountered

"* If no noun and no verb encountered, then the representative word is

the last adjective of the leading adjective string

The phrases previously listed are repeated below with the representative words

underlined. The coordinates of the representative word are easily computcd once the

representative word itself has been deterrmined. The coordinates are listed in the

right hand column. Coordinates of (0. 0) indicate that the phrase consists of I single

word. namely the representative word itself.

IIOJIHAX MOIHOCT16 PEAKUHH HA EAHHHULY O6bEMA (1.4)

OPiHTAJIA HAR IJ I OCKOCTb (1.0)

OOTOPORAEHHE (0. o)

300EKTHBHOE CE4EHHE AAA AEAEHH1 YPAHA (1.3)

300EKT nIEPEHOCA (0.1)

KOCMH t41ECK•1 (0.0)

HHA1YKTHPOBAT16 (0.0)

A"OEF PEHUWPYA101RA1 CXEMA (1.0)

HAHOCHTh 3 3ARHCHMOCTH OT (0.3:)

-4. 4 AMBIGUOUS ENDINGS

lih'ascs contining -OA , HHI . and E E are handled diffeie-ntly. as has been

stated bi [ore.
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IIPAmoA IlOTOK1

IIpxmon IOTOK NOUN

STRAIGHT -THROUGH FLOW InPRmoA [NOTOIC

ADJ NOUN

3MXPE9OA ToIC

2HXPE3OA TOK J NOUN
EDDY CURRENTDH EOA TI4

ADJ NOUN

floaOHMR 5

noJIOHMR NOUN
]POLONIUM noIOJHMA 6

ADJ

But

KAIIAA AKTM5IIOA 3 AHJ AHMHR3O
CORE CHANNF 1

b~ecause the program recognizes KAHAJI as a noun. hence theŽ represenltative i~~

before it encounters A KTMH A .H The -isigflhl)Ciiiit of thie coi-cct l)ait-o)!--s1K'ech

to the rep~resentative word is iminjrtant. dhe indexing pro*g~rin usOs this SYn1Ltacic iillt'r

wation in constructing the final index. The r'epresentative words in itenis 1.3 and 6,

it should k. noted. have been ass-ig~ied the incorrect part -oI>-spcech. It '% ill he.-'c 0xi l

in suI)Mectiol 3. 3 how this crr-or is handled bY the systenm. L et It, siniplY ii' ttf imr 11(m~

that the error is unavo~~tidale blcauat.s thK'ý iroturaim cannot determ ine if :ln 0ý . H~1 H

LE %%ord is a nomn or an aidjecti~c. thcrehn'e it regards these endting's Is ihius

15 A WORDl .\iB011 AD)JECTIVE.Ts

Unil ike noUnls Al1 allh' a oii c( Iivc. it I! i4.. .1 r ree tt Cword.i is var r ivi Illi 111t

dicttiotni n' ot In Its ci Issiva di notlitca1 f orm. hilt b% Its s temii. Ill .a14iI0 lii!m '

reprUesentati ve WodI)f at pr ase ii is a1 lot 'iii then i etIa e i Io 01k. wit ofIa k 1 tc irt '

cn-1tt~iL i% eo i ha~v 11I:tiI their tit isrciikotit. rthe reasis n It) io t$ims cI. iiscui.,o it i

-stbsectiol J'. 2.3A where thu da5 'sv.-'-iol a1 viscs wito r.1I I as pamrt of die illtcxii. pr.'teaillirt.
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4.6 REPRESENTATIVE WORDS, THEIR COORDINATES AND PARTS-OF-SPEECH
AS AN ARGUMENT/FUNCTION TABLE

After the DCP has determined for each entry the representative word and the part-of-

speech and coordinates of the representative word, it then proceeds to construct an

argument/function table where representative words make up the argument portion of

the table and coordinates and parts-of-speech the function portion.

The argument table, of course. can contain only distinct entries. Now if a particular

representative word occurs more than once, Rules 1, 2, and 3 will assure that the word

in each occurrence has the same part-of-speech. The coordinates of each word, how-

ever, may differ. Therefore, all sets of coordinates belonging to identical repres-

sentative words must be examined so that only the largest coordinates will be entered

in the function portion of the table.

Now when the Indexer finds a representative word in text and retrieves its function, it

knows not only the representative word's part-of-speech, but also the size (i. e.. the

number of words. expressed by the coordinate values) of the longest phrases which it

represents.

In text, of course, phrases smaller than the maximum may occur. Thus. the Inlexer

must construct and seek, for any given representative word. all possible text pitrases

that surround it up to the maximum size permitted by the function coordinates.

Example 1: The following phrases, having the same representative word. occur

in a dictionary.

(1) method/M ETOA )

(2) curve fitting method/M ETOA roJIrOHKM KPH3OR (0. .

(3) activation method/AXKTNAUI OHHIdbl ME TOA (.)

(4) radiation prospecting method/PAAHAUH OHHbA METOA noImC[O3 (1. i)

Argument Function

METOA noun. (1,2)
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The coordinates (1, 2) are the left and right limits of the largest possible phrases

whose representative word is MiRTOA.

If, in the following te.t sequence, w3 Is the representative word with coordinates,

say, (1,2)

wIw2 w3 w4w5w 6 ....

then the possible sets of text phrases based on w3 and coordinates (1.2) are

... w2 w 3 w4 w5 .... (1,2)

. ww (1, 1)

.w3w4 w5 ... (0.2)

w2w3 .... (1,0)

... w3 w4 .... (0. 1)

.w3 .... (0.0)

In the first two phrases the representative word, w3 . is embedded in the phr:,se

while in the remaining four phrases w3 is the left or right limit of the ,hrase.

0perationally it is useful to disting-uish these two types of coordinates -- those repre-

senting an embe(kded representative word and those representing a representative word

ait the phrase's limits. The reasc.a for this distinction will be made clexr by the next

ex:amp)le. Sup)ose the following two dictionary phrases have the same representative

U 4) 't .

Example 2:

(1) p•wder-dittraction methodMETO-A ANOPAKUHM HA nOPOoK iL
•o. ,;

12o radiation pivsix-eting method/PAAMAI4OHH MIA METO9A fOHCKOB

LcOCKHEED MISSl-ES & SPACE COMPANY
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If we do not distinguish between the two kinds oV coordinates we get, as before

Argument Function

METOA noun, (1,3)

and again if w3  M ETOA in the sequence wIw 2 w3 w4 .... the possible text phrases

are

. 2 w 3w4 ww6 .... (1.3)

w2w3 w4 w5 .... (1.2)

..w2w3w4 .... (1.1)

... w2w3 * .***(1.0)

.w 4ww5w6 (0.3)

w3 w4 w5 (0.2... w3w4 w5*.... (0.2)

.w3w4 .(0.1)

Sw3 .. (0.0)

The first two phrases [coordinates (1. 3) and (1. 2)] are combinations which do not occur

in the dictionary and which need never be formed by the Indexer if the functions (0. 3)

and (1. 1) arc kept separate.

Therefore, the argument/function pairs are

Arumment Function

METOAI noun, (0.3). (1.1)

lc:iding to the following text phrases - three less than in the previous case where

coordinates were simply merged.

4-9
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.. we3w4 .... (,i
. w34w5w6*... (0,3)

w3 w4 w5 6 *(0,2).. w3 w4 w5 .... (0, 2)

. 3 ..4 (0,1)

w 3 .... (0,0)

The Indexer forms, and searches the dictionary for, the largest phrases first. When

a text phrase is found to have a match in 4,he dictionary, the Indexer terminates potential

phrase construction based on the particular representative word it is operating with.

Since the largest phrases are found first, this procedure ensures against the double

indexing of nested phrases. Thus, "curve fitting method" is the indexed item, not

"method."

4.7 REPRESENTATION OF PHRASES

We have discussed selection of the representative word. We have also discussed

coordinates and have shown how coordinates of different phrases having the same

representative word are merged. Now we will show how the Russian phrase itself is

represented in the machine dictionary.

It would be extremely cumbersome to work with an actual list of Russian phrases.

"t'ynog to match olements of such a list witll another list computed from the text. The

Russian phrase as a phrase - as a string. twat is, oi words - does not occur in the

machine dictionary. It is represented instead by its logical swn. This means of

ai rumcnet compression represents the phras.2 as a binary number occupying one

!iizivhine word. Appendix C shows how logical sums are formed.

-1. LOGICAL, SUMS OF RUSSIAN PHIRASES AND ENGLISH TILANSLATIONS AS AN
ARGUMENT/FUNCTION TABLE

nij t ,!fwwtion table consists of the lIi,:al sus of Russian phrases in the

a i,'gument poxrtion an the locations of the English translations in the ftwction portion.

4-10
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The sums are arranged in ascending order so that they are susceptible to a binary

search.

It is possible, though certainly not probable, that two distinct phrases could produce

identical logical sums. A test case of 8,500 English words and phrases produced only

50 duplicates ard most of these were caused by two-word phrases in inverse order.

For example, index arithmetic and arithmetic index produced the same logical sum.

It is not known whether such a compression device has ever been used with Russian

phrases.

4.9 FORMAT OF THE COMPUTER DICTIONARY

W• are now in a position to describe the structure of the machine dictionary.

First, for each letter of the English alphabet occurring in the manual dictionary.

three files of information are created as follows:

FILE A

An argument/function table. The arguments are representative words. The functions

are the parts-of-speech and the coordinates of the representative words.

FILE B

Atlso an argument/function table. The arguments are the logical suns of Ru.ssian

phrases. The functions are the location in FILE C of the English translations of those

Russian phrases whose logical sums are contained in the argument portion of this file.

FILE C

Not an argument/function table. Simply a list of English phrases. the Russian cquiv-

"alents of which have been logically summed and stored in the argument portion of

FILE B.

This threefold structure exists for each letter of the English alphabet which occurred

in the phrase dictionary. If 25 letters appeared there will be 75 files.
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A schematic picture of the dictionary is as follows where FILE A (A) means the A file

for tho English letter A.

FILE A (A)
FILE B (A)
FILE A (B)
FILE B (B)
FILE A (C)
FILE B (C)

FILE A (Z)
FILE B (Z)
FILE C (A)
FILE C (B)
FILE C (C)

FILE C (Z)

Except for a coming discussion in sibsection 5. 2. 3, where the reasons for carrying

certain adjectives in a stem form are discussed, the dictionary system used by the

Indexer has now been completely described.

In summary. the dictionary system is actually composed of two distinct types of

dictionary (Files A and B) and an English buffer (File C). R the reverse inflections

algorithm for words. and R the reverse inflection algorithm for phrases. operateP
in conjunction with Files A and B. respectively, because the argmlent portions of

Files A and B correspond to D (canonical dictionary of words) and D (canonicals P
dictionary of phrases). respectively.

4--12
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Section 5

THE RAW INDEX

5.1 THE ALGORITHM

The algorithm which produces English translations for intervals of ordered Russian

words (i. e., the Raw Index) is described in Appendix D by means of a mathematical

notation which can be read as a flow chart. The algortihm will now be described

verbally in conjunction with an example.

"* A page of text is read into the computer's core.

"* A text word w. is successfully transformed by Rs into its canonical form (i
As

is the position of the word on the page). This can only happen if the canonical
form of w. , w , is a representative word (i. e., if it is in the set of A files).

1

"* The Indexer retrieves w's coordinates (I. r) and part-of-speech. With the

coordinates the Indexer computes the set of phrases W ik... w W1+1....

w.im (5k -s o o , o m - r) . Note that w's canonical form, not w itself

oL2urs in each element of the phrase set.

"* For each phrase in the set of phrases, a logical sum is computed (Appendix C).

Then for each sum (starting with the one representing the longest word-string).

the Indexer seeks a match in that B file corresponding to the A file where w

was located.

"* If a match is found. the Indexer has in fact transformed a text phrase to its

canonical form. (Sec sfbsection 5. 2 for details of this transformation. ) Now

the logical sum is simply a Russian phrase in a compressed form. The

English equivalent of this Russian phrase is now retrieved from FILE C

corresponding to FILE B where the sum match was found.

5-1
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0 The English translation, the part-of-speech of the Russian representative

word, and the left and right sentence limits of the successfully transformed

Russian phrase are now stored in a Raw Index Matrix in a row corresponding

to the position of w on the original page. In addition, Russian prepositions,

conjunctions, and other high-frequency words are stored in the Raw Index

Matrix in rows corresponding to their positions on the page.

0 The Final Index (Section 6) is constructed from elements of the Raw Index

Matrix.

5.2 TRANSFORMATION OF TEXT PHRASE TO CANONICAL FORM

The selection of a representative word from a phrase and the computing of its coordi-

nates can be considered a device for determining phrase limits in text, for determining.

that is. text phrases to be used as input to R .
P

Now we will discuss the transformation of the text phrase to its canonical form. We

will discuss, that is. the reverse inflection algorithm for phrases. RP

First, let us assume that the text phrase which has been isolated is a member of some

paradigm whose canonical form is contained in the dictionary. (If this is not the case.

then R will fail and the Indexer will pass on to the next potential text phrase.

Tlie text phrase and the dictionary phrase contain, at most, three components:

"* The representative word

* The word string following the representative word

* The word string preceding the representative word

Either word string may be empty, but, in the gener.al form considered here, both

exist. The transformation of the text phrase to its cmaonical form can be considered

as the transformation of each text component to its dictionary component.

5-2
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5. 2. 1 Transformation of ReDresentative Word

The text representative word has already been transformed to its canonical form by

R . This was necessary to obtain the phrase coordinates in the first place.

5. 2. 2 Words Following Representative Word

These words do not have to be transformed. An examination of the list on page 3-2

shows that the configuration of these words with respect to each other and with respect

to the representative word is fixed. Further. these words are contiguous (as are all

the words in tle phrase, for that matter). Finally, the cases of these words are fL\ed.

Thus, the words following the representative word occur in text exactly as they occur

in the canonical form of the phrase.

5.2.3 Words Preceding Representative Word

The only portion of a phrase which may inflect according to its use within the sentence

is the representative word and words preceding it.

'he rel)rescntative word has been transformed by Rs . Now we will examine the

preceding words.

,Vc stated in Section 2 that the inverse inflection algorithm. R transformed verbss

to the infinitive. nouns to the nominative singular, avd adjectives to the masculine

nominiative singular.

\'c will now show that transforming text adjectives to the masculine nominative

i1Ai-dAriz will not •ecessarily lead to the proper dictionary phrase. and that. conse-

ueit•l. the ad;iectivc-trnuisforming routine of 1s must he slightly alt,.,red.

Supi,.xse the following phrase is in the computer dictionary.

(1) 3f E KTHI HOE kE_4 F.•Hfi E/E"FECTIVE CROSS-SECTION

5-3
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0

C E2 q1HU E , the representative word, is underlined. Now suppose the following

phrase occurs in text in the instrumental case

(2) ... 309E]THIHMM CE4EHHEM....

which the reverse inflection algorithm, Rs , operating on each word transforms* to

(3) ... 43*6XKTHIHMR CEqEHHE....

Phrase 3 is not the same as phrase 1, the dictionary phrase. (In fact. phrase 3 is

grammatically incorrect - a masculine adjective modifying a neuter noun.) In any

event, the English translation "effective cross-section" would not be regardd as a

potential indexable phrase because the Russian equivalent is being incorrectly con-

structed from text.

The difficulty here arises because adjectives agree in case, number, and gender with

the nouns they modify. In a dictionary entry an adjective modifying a neuter or

feminine noun is itself in the neuter or feminine nominative form. But the reverse

inflection algorithm, Rs , operating on text words transforms all adjectives to the

masculine singular nominative form. The result is that the Indexer constructs an

incorrect hybrid noun unit - the adjective in the masculine singular nominative and the

noun in the feminine or neuter singular nominative. A correct match withi the noun

phrase (ontained in the dictionary cannot, of course, be madc. This 2ifficulty has

been resolved by altering the procedure described in subsection 4.3. Under this

alteration, adjectives preceding a representative word which is a noun have their

adjectival endings removed. If the phrase consists of an adjective or a string of

adjectives, then the adjectival endings are removed from each word. Thi!ý means

that by the time the Dictionary Creition Program has found tic cprIsentative word.

"We must assume for this example that 30t EKTHRHMW is in the dictionary. It
it were not. then Its coutdd not transform the instrumental text toi ni to the nonmii,-
tive (dictiona.ry) formf.
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any adjectives preceding it have had their endings removed. If the representative

word is itself an adjective, then its ending also is removed. Thus the phrase

300 EXTHi3HOE CE 4EHHE is contained in the dictionary as

300EITHDH CEqEHHE

The Indexer, when it creates phrases from text,removes the same endings from the

proper adjectives.

The reverse inflection algorithm (Appendix B) is so structured that when it correctly

creates a canonical form it knows the part-of-speech of that form. Now. if the Indexer

transforms a text word to a canonical form. and that form is a nnun. and its coordi-

nates indicate a left limit other than zero, then the Indexer, when scanning left ill text

to form the text phrase, must remove adjectival endings from words lying to the left

of the text representative word. Thus

... 30*4EKTHBHUIM CEqEHHEM....

becomes

... 30•EKTHBH CEqEHHE....

\hich is precisely the way the )hll'ase OCC•IuS in thie diCtiolla• c. Note that 344 L KTH B H

need iot aclpar ill the dict'teIuary as a rcp)rLsciLtatiVc word. l)becausc it is contaiicL l in

dhe (lictit(l. i'Vy il til.e hgical slum representing the p)hrase 34)D E K TH B H C E q E 11H E.

The ass•lsmptioll here. of course, is that an adjective string lying to the leit of a itoun

'litI t'cinttig ' with It modi fies the nowtu - a dangerous assumption in literary Russiaii.

hut Salt I 'i1ough for" sc ihit ilit' text.
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5.3 COMPUTER REPRESENTATION OF ADJECTIVES

The phrases of page 3-2 are repeated below. Adjectival endings have been removed

from adjectives preceding the representative word.

l11OJH MOI1HOCTb PEAKULIHH HA EJAHHHUY 051DEMA

OPSHTAfbfH nnocOKOCTn

*OTOPOZAEHHE

3**EiTHIH CE'iEHHE ,lIAAA AEREHHA YPAHA

300EXT teIEHOCA

KOCMHqEC

HHAYiKTH PODAT]6

AJW.EPEHUMPY 10R CXEMA

HAHOCHTb 5 3ABHCHMOCTH OT

Double dictionary entries are constructed for phrases beginning with a string of

ambiguous words:

flP R MOI O1nTOIC
PPIMOR HOTOK NOUN
STR1AIGHT-THROUGH FLOW mimP• M OTOK

AI)J NOUN

BHXPEBOA TOK
BHXPEBOA TOK NOUN
EDD)Y ('URRENT

BHX PEB TOK

AI)J NOUN

IIIOHI4Of NOUN
POI.ONI I 'M

nJon
ADJ

S S-6
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We can now see more clearly the reason for creating double entries for OR , E E ,

and Hi A phrases. One of the two representative words - the form with the

adjectival ending - will never be located in the dictionary because if it or a member

of its paradigm occurs in text, the adjectival endiag will be removed prior to the

dictionary search. And removing the adjectival ending leads to the correct (i. e.. the

dictionary) representation of the adjective. The incorrect reprebentative word is thus

a "wasted" entry, the price paid for making the DCP automatic.

5.4 INDEXING FAILURES: HOW THEY CAN BE CORRECTED

Certain configurations of text words will not be indexed properly. It is not believed

that these types of configuration occur often enough to be considered a serious problem

but they must be mentioned for completeness. In 'ny case, they can be corrected by

making the DCP semi-automatic instead of fully automatic.

5.4. 1 Representative Word a Plural Noun

The reverse inflection algorithm. R . translorms text nouns to the nominative5

singular and attempts to find a match in the dictionary set of representative words.

Now if a noun in the set of representative words is in the nominative plural. e. g..

JIY4H in KOCMH4ECKHE JY4H/COSMIC RAYS

a member of the nouw's paradigm occurring in text will be transformed to the singular

form which does not occur in the dictionary, hence no match caui be made.

This error can be corrected by altering the reverse inflection algorithm so that it

torms, for nouns. lbth the nominative singular and nominative plural forins.

Unlortunately, ouch a change will also increase the processing time. It should be

pminted out that the great majority of nouns in a piecc of text ,.atll not be elements of

the xiir:taid•.n of any representative word. Nevertheless. each lioun must bIx i)rtoessC,

hy It to establish that it is or is not a in-mb•x.-r of a representative word ;tir'iadigm.
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Changing the algorithm R. so that it forms the nominative plural would require the

reprocessing of a given word in its plural forms, if processing of the singular forms

fails.

5.4.2 Representative Word a Noun in Adjectival Form

Some Russian nouns are. morphologicelly. adjectives

(C TOIOSAA /LIVING ROOM - AAHHMIE/DATA)

If such a form is a representative word. it will have its adjectival ending removu•d

(subsection 5.2.3). A member of its paradigm occurring in text will have its ending

removed. A match will be made, and the English translation will be stored in the

Index Matrix. But it will have the wrong part-of-speech -. adjective instead ,of noun.

The English translation will thus appear correctly in the simple index. but quite likely

will appear incorrectly (if it appears at all) in the complex index. (The rules for

forming the complex index could undoubtedly be altered to satisfactorily handle such

nouns. This report. however, describes the system as it now stands.)

.. 4.3 Miscellaneous Forms

Occasionally. though ,not oftten. miscellaneous forms occtur in the dwctionary such %s I

,resition foltikwed h% a noun. adjective followed by preixositional phrasc. or : ve-rb

p)receded by a; adverb. Their occurrence is sulfiviently rare that :I. yet no sj,.tei:I

pruvi sio n has been made for hai-l ,ng them In D) P.

-; SE Nil-A\ UI't.LX*\'l" DI)CTIONARIY

*IThe uln'or's detst- rjb' in the Itudexing system can all bte tr:ie tt? t the destre to nai-.'

the D)ictiona'rv Creat ion Program fidlly automatic. lt'l:xitg this retquivcmint tilowl

,e I)'CI' to wotrk ni tandemn with soimeone ixessaussng a sinall k%)nwled(ge of liii> iaii

:,,,ld \ ve"I•hC. ch manate the errors disctsedl.
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DCP would, in this version, be a two-pass system. The first pass would create the

type of dictionary that has been described. Suspicious entries - those, for example,

whose representative words are potential plural nouns - would be printed out with

their English translations. A human being would then examine the print-out and make

necessary changes. (Thus, a plural noun would be changed by the human to the

singular form so that Rs would successfully operate upon a member of its paradigm

occurring in text.)

The second pass would simply merge the corrected entries with the dictionary created

on the first pass.

5.6 EXAMPLE OF ENTRY SELECTION FOR THE RAW INDEX

... 3 14ACTIU IJIH53H PAJAOAKTHBHMX HCTO4HHKOB 1IPEJIIOJIOwmIA....
.. i-4 i-3 i-2 i-I i i+l

{HCTO4HHK , i} FILE A

HCTO4HHK

noun, (. 0)

{i, noun. (1,0) . HCTOHHIK}/
lt noun .HCT04IHHX - PAA1MOAKTHBHb1X HCTOHHKOOB HCTOHIKOBiI

i. nowi .PA,,MOAKTHSH NCTOt4HHK • HCTO4-"K/
n ' 77311 1b5j1767 633-163:4604451

, noun . Iadioact ilve source i- 4" !•| -6146 0-i4 -,

7173 14 1165 17 4;

Finally itidi t'ti S" ',i

'i- , 1 I) lIihoictiv' source nou
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Section 6

FINAL INDEX

3.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION

After preliminary processing, the Indexer is ready to construct the index items from

the Raw Index. The Raw Index can be viewed as a matrix, M . M , at this point, is

a blend of Russian high-frequency words, English phrases constructed from certain

Russian words in the original sentence, and the parts of speech of those Russian

words. The positions of the Russian words and of the English phrases with respect

to each other in the original sentence are preserved in M .

The Indexer can produce two types of Final Index: a Simple Index and a Complex Index.

6.2 SIMPLE INDEX

This is a simple listing, alphabetically arranged and with duplicate entries eliminated.

of the English phrases in the raw index and the page numbers on which they occur.

There is no cross indexing.

6.3 COMPLEX INDEX

The Complex Index is adso formed from the Raw Index. The information contained in

the Raw Index -- parts of speech of Russian representative words. sentence limits of

the original Rtssian phrase. and English translation of Rustsi, phrase -- allow index

cntries to be constructed using srtactic information. The Complex Index is also cross-

referenced. Index items are selectedl by examining the first column of the Raw ln(Icx

Matrix. This columni contains part-of-speech information and original sentence limnits

of Russian phrases.

L-1
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Index items are constructed using the syntactic building blocks of noun, adjective,

preposition, and verb. Index items are defined below in terms of this syntactic

information. To avoid cluttering up the notation, the abbreviations used will be taken

to mean the English translation of the part of speech indicated. Thus n does not

mean a noun, but a particular English phrase behaving as a noun. Similarly

aj = English phrase behaving as an adjective

v = English phrase behaving as a verb

pr = English word behaving as a preposition

but

pr* = a Russian preposition

pr* is a Russian preposition which cannot be translated with a high degree of accuracy.

Some prepositions can be translated with a reasonable degree of accuracy. Their

translation is denoted by pr.

The following prepositions are bei'ig translated

Russian Preposition Pr

B in

AJIA •for

•XO to

K to

MEZXY betwceu

0 about

C with

IlOCJIE after

We also define a noun wiit (nut) as follows:

nut1{
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In the descriptions to follow it must be remembered that aj , v , n , pr , and nut

represent English words and phrases, and pr* represents a Russian word.

The structure of the index items can be shown conveniently by a tree structure. A

noun unit appears at the top of the tree. Nodes of the tree below the top node represent

English phrases lying to the right of the leading phrase. Adjacent nodes on the tree

represent contiguous phrases in the sentence. A branch at a given node indicates that

the possibilities indicated may follow the phrase represented by the branch node. A

continuous line drawn from the top node through lower nodes gives the structure of an

index item except that if pr* occurs in a node the index item terminates at the

previous node. If two connected nodes are each a nut, then the English preposition

"of" appears on the connecting line to indicate that it is to be inserted between the two

noun units.

nut

pr nut

I/ "

nut pr nut

l , I I',
nut nrunt pr nut

/pr* nu
Inu

Example.

scattering cross-section

for
I \

photons mesons

in from of

high energy dense air
light nuclei high mass

from N

I
deuteriumS4
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Index items for rightmost branch are:

0 scattering cross section of mesons of high mass from dLuterium

0 deuterium, scattering cross section of mesons of high mass from

Index items for sub-branch of rightmost branch are:

"* scattering cross section of mesons from light nuclei

"* light nuclei, scattering cross section of mesons from

Index items for leftmost branch are:

"* scattering cross section for photons of high energy

"* high energy, scattering cross section for photons of

Index items for subranch of leftmost branch are:

* scattering cross section for photons in dense air

* dense air, scattering cross 3ection for photons in

The second index item in each case is the cross-indexed entry, the leading noun unit

representing the terminal node.

If the leading noun unit contains adjectives ns in this example, then deeper cross

indexing is possible, leading to the following additional entries:

* cross section, scattering, of mesons of high mass from deuterium

* cross section, scattering, of mesons from light nuch0i

* cross section, scattering, for photons of high energy

* cross section, scattering, for photons in dense aie

-4
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Section 7

CONCLUSIONS

The algorithm which produces English translations for sequences of Russian text words

can be viewed as the basic algorithm which, in the system described here, is being

used to produce an index.

This basic algorithm has several other possible uses.

7. 1 EXTRACTING

Phrases occurring in a technical phrase dictionary are, by definition, descriptors

critical to an understanding of a given scientific field. Since it isolates such phrases

in text, the basic algorithm can be used to extract Russian sentences, paragraphs, or

even pages from a larger body of technical text.

7.2 TRANSLATION

The basic algorithm and the dictionary upon which it operates could be used as a closed

subroutine within a larger Russian -English translation system. Such a subroutine

would produce translations of a sequence of Russian words which occur in a piece of

text. The English translation itself would, of course. have to be inflected to conform

to the syntactic use oe Lhe phrase within the sentence.

7.3 RETRIEVAL

The basic algorithm gives the capability of creating a unique information retrieval

system -- one which accepts English queries and addresses these queries to files of

Russian articles, or more accurately. to files of indexes of Russian articles.

7-1
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J

The Russian Retrieval Program follows directly in conception from the Russian-

English Indexing System described in this report and will, in fact, use most of the

computer programs used by the Indexing System.

Retrieval of arlirles processed by the Indexing System appears to be simple. Russian

articles so processed have been deeply indexed in English. If a user seeking infor-

mation from a file of such deep indexes uses the same terminology (i. e., the manual

version of the computer dictionary) as was used to create the index, then a matching

process - user's phrases versus index - in ceunbination with the logical AND and OR

operations will enable the user to address long English queries to the file. In effect

this will lead to retrieval by English queries of Russian technical material.

The Indexing and Retrieval applications have been discussed with the intention of

deriving English information from Russian text. The logic involved, however, applies

to English as welL, Thus the Russian-English programs with minor alterations may

be used to index (Ref. 7),extract, and retrieve English Lchnical material.
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Appendix A

THE FIRST AND SECOND VERB CONJUGATIONS

First Conjugation

Imperfective PerfJective

41lTATb lPOLI;ITAftb to have read
to read, be r~ii

11. Indicative:

Present Tense

I read, am reading

51 'lHTaeui

OH, 0115, 016 '4HTaeT None

NU! IHTJiem
BW 'IMTAeTe
011K '41!TaIOT

Past Tense

I read, was reading I hmv-, had re'nd

i '4iITJJI, Aa, AO H llP0t4IlTiJl, iA3. J110
mtl 'u1M.uA, A3, AO TN flD0';IMIld, Ala, AO
OH '41TAJI oH riPothlTAAl
OHi 'IitTA.ia 0113 npo0,uTiaJ~
0110 '1ITi.1O oH6 flP04ITiiAO

MW, DLI 04A1 LIHT1JNil M14, RIN, 01111 flPO'IITJAII

Future Tense

I shall read, be readling I shall have. read

R 6y1)' ll1lTb R npo4H~ir
TN 6jAemub 'HTiTb Tbi npOt1IHT~euib
0H. 0113, 0110 6ýAer 'IliTab OH, O~i. m~6 npo~liT~eT

MN 6yiieA 'HTaTb mbi fpO41tTieN
81.1 6yAeie 'IIIT3Tb ab IlpokliITie'e
0u6d OyAyT 41~lTATb 011K flpomilTiio

A-1
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Imperiective Pcrfcctivc

III. Subjunctive (conditional):

Conjugated exactly like the past tense of the indicative mood
with the addition of particles 6ta or 6:

R '111T•81, .na, AiO 61 (6) etc. R npOMIITATI, .a, JIo 6b1 (6) etc.

I should read, be reading, I should have read
should have been reading

IV. Imperative:

qHTAfl! read! npo041Tfl! read! read (it)
'4HTaflTC r npO1HTAATe! through, com-

pletely

V. Adverbial participles:

Present Tense

4HT•R reading, while None
reading

Past Tense

RUiTaBUin! while (I, etc.) npoq1Tinrtni lr
4HrTa was reading npoqlI(TB having read

VI. Participles:

a. Active:

Present Tense

'4HTrTaOOLIfi one %vh5 is
reading None

Past Tense

'4HTaCuiml one who was npO41rTABIUMI one who has,
"reading had read

A -2



Imperfective Perfective

b. Passive:

"Present Tense

Long form: tTm"-Acifi on
Short form: qllTrieM

which is being reatd

Past TensC

Long form: 4flraIIIIIabA Ppot'iITtaIII,4fi which has, had
Short form: kTl|a nipotifTaI been read

which was read

(Other past passivc participle e.udiiigs are: 1ot1.-Tbll1, short -T.)

VII. Passive:

The passivc is construocted by means of the slho't passive parti-
ciple forms, prcsrnt or pust (swe directly above) ; also by meanc
of the rcflexive form,

A-3
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Second Conjugation

Imperfective Per Jectit,

1. Infinitive:

lKypiHTb BbIKYPHTb to have smoked
to smoke, bc smoking

11. Indicative:
Present Tense

I smoke, am smoking None

a uKyp(b
Tb! KypHLI~b
OHi, oHA, OH6 KYPHYr

MbA KyPHM
BbI KyplTC

Past Tense
I smoked. was smoking I have, had smoked

R KypItJ1, iia, JIo a nizxvp1In, J13, .10
Tb! KI'pltJ!, jia, JIO Tb! BIk'.Pt1ia, iva, ito
off KYP(1 0t OH BbKPiq.1

0Hi xypHia o16 Bi1Ky'P1f.la
0116 KyPIfJIO OH6 Bf4Ký'PIGO

MIA, BW, OHH KypftAl MtI¾, Bbl, OfIf Bb11IKYPI1J1H

Future Tense

I shall smoke, be smoking I sThall have smo~ked

si 6ýAiy KyPH'Tb R H~ yH
Tb! 6ý'neuib KVP~fi'b TbI BtlKNyP11tlb

Mb! 6yJICNI Kýypiirb 111.1 11,!IKyp')1%i

BbI 6,aere XNvplt1b BLI BthMk.piTC

0Hff 6ý'hyT K)'PltTb OHIt Bl~k:? PSU

III. Subjunctive (conditional):
Conjugated exactly like the p!:4 of t:~ 1plg,fj.-jlg wood
with thc addition of paric1,i 6t4 (6):

9 K).pffin, nla, no 61, (6) etc. $1 B 1.1 1, .10 6U (6) etc

I should smoke. be smnkig, I should have snioked
should have been stnokilig

A -4



Itnpcrf ective Perfective

IV. Imperative:
Kyp i! BbIK)'1p! smoke! finish
KypIITO! smoke! BgbKypIITC! smoking!

V. Adverbial participles:
Present Tense

1(yph smoking, while None
smoking

Past Tense

iqypfiRnI while (1, etc.) B1Ký,'p;IBIUII having smoked
IkypfitB was smoking BrIKypHB h

VI. Participles:

a. Active:

Present Tense

KypALaiiA one who iF None
smoking

Past Tense

xypfBItlBU1 one who was BFIN-ypHButIIfl one who has,
smoking had smoked

b. Passive:

Present Tense
Long form: iypfisiwi

Short forin: KypfiM None

which is being smoked

Past Tense
Long form: ic'peitinIwi D*Ký'j K !peIIbTIi whieh has, had
Short form: K'peil BIK\-peCH been smoked

which was sniokooi

(Other past passive participle endings nre long -Tbifl, short -T.)

VII. Passive:
The passive is constructed by means, of the short passive parti-
ciple forms, present or past (see directly above) ; also by means
of the reflexive form.

A -5
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Appendix B

REVERSE INFLECTION ALGORITHM

The algorithm operates on a dictionary which contains classically defined canonical

forms: nominative singular of nouns, nominative singular masculine gender for

adjectives, and the infinitive Ior verbs and participles.

A word encountered in text has a terminal string of letters removed by the algorithm

and a new terminal string added to form a "pseudo-word." The pseudo-word is an

attempt on the part of the algorithm to construct the text word's canonical form. If

the pseudo-word does in fact exist in the dictionary, the algorithm proceeds to examine

the next word.

If the pseudo-word does not exist in the dictionary, a new pseudo-word is constructed

(terminal string removed, new terminal string added). The process continues for a

given word until a true canonical form is constructed or until all of the text word's

possible constructions have been exhausted.

Pseudo-word construction takes place for all of a word's potential parts-of-speech.

Thus, the algorithm assumes a word is a verb, noun, adjective, participle, in that

order, and constructs. if lp)ssible, a set of pseudo-words for each part-of-speech.

The algorithm operates upon a table which has a 3-level structure. The levels are as

follows:

(1) Terminal letter for a given part of speech

(2) IPossibll,- suffixes ending in the terminal letter for this part of speech

(3) Canonical suffixes to be added to the stem after suffixes of level 2 h,'ave

been tremoved

B-1



Example: This example shows the 3-level structure for verbs ending in 10.

(1) 10

(2) 010 -E10 -RIO) -010 Y10 bIO 10) 00JIAO

(3) -Tb ATb -MTh -ATh -ETb -MTb -OBDATb -T -EDAT6 -CAAT
-ETb -HTb -HTh "ETh -EBATb
-OTb -YTL

BATb

Now suppose iIOAYl4A 10 occurs in text. The algorithm assumes first it is a verb.

It examines the terminal letter, finds that it is 10 and that 10 has eight Ip)ssible
S verbal suffixes. Ini this case, only a single suffix. 10 . is coiltailned inl the word.

10 is removed from tile text word uid the seven canonical suffixes are added to the

Sstem to form seven pseudo-words. The suffix (- T b) gives a true catnonical IoL'mi.

If. now IOR Y 4 AT b) is in the dictionary. a match will be made.

text remove 10 add suffixes

OJAYqA 10 - r-OJIYqA rIOJIYqA BAT1
YTb
GTb
Hl~b

ETb
true form T b

.L my Ih oCbjL'Cte that the algorithm simulates too closel; hullill p)rOCeSSes, that it is

tilogical - inelegant, even -- to remove strings of letters only to add new strings. \hiIy

1,)t1. lot' CXaIl)lie. restrict the .lgorithm to the 'eimov'al operation? That is. m:ike the

calloitial entries inl the dictiol1ry Ibe some stripped foIrm of the real word. Then the

a1lgoorithmll liced only rrl'love endinlgs and comtlp:aire the stripped word to ca•tnio:n i ot Ilrue'i-

,. hiich hav'c also heemi striptpd.

l'•- "



At the time the algorithm was developed, it was considered desirable to put as much

of the translation burden as possible on the computer. If a stripped form of a word is

used as the canonical entry, how is the stripped form arrived at? It must be decided

by human analysis or by some computer algorithm. Either way, additional labor.

human or machine. is necessary. It is not, then, a question of two operations versus

one - removal and addition versus removal - but of two operations versus two

operations - removal and addition versus removal and removal. In the first case,

removal and addition occur in the same algorithm. In the second case, the first

removal operation is performed by a human or a computer, but in either case it takes

place independently and prior to the second removal operation.

Further. the algorithm was designed for use with a parsing program and it was felt

that there was important syntactic information which was characteristic of classically

defined words that would disappear if a true word were reduced, in effect, to a

"non-word." (We are thinking here of the phenomena of syntactic and semantic

goverum•ent.)
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Appendix C

COMPRESSION OF PHRASES INTO A LOGICAL SUM

The phrase to be compressed is

PACCTOAHHE MEXIJY 'ACTiNUAMH

interparticle distance

The IBM 7094 allows six alphanumeric characters to be stored in a single machine

word.

P A C C T 0

A H H E 0 M

E X A Y 0 4

A C T H U A

M H 0 0 0 0

Note that blanks have Ween rcplaced by zeros and that the final maczhine % r'rd las als,,

been p)added out with /,eros.

T'he log.ial sum ca"nl nowv b| 'alctlated. iThc attial nunmlmrz, sh,•un b'la'. ;i r' lth

unumerical rliep toliitl.ion ill co)rte -4I tihe ''l't idallg Rualgiln llAter luht'% abo,

)I 21 62 62 631 46

13 -13 3! 2.5 00 41

2-5 53 24 64 t) 0.1

21 62 63 31 23 -1

""0 (I t) 401 OtI Oi

kOk) 56 21 23 07 .37
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Appendix D

CONCEPTUAL DESCRIPTION OF RUSSIAN TEXT PHRASE TRANSLATOR

D. I INTRODUCTION

The Russian text phrase translator consists of two operationally dastinct parts; the

first being a computer-generated phrase dictionary, the second a computer-generated

textual analysis which assigns to every text interval an English phrase and grammatical

function. The English phrase is either a translation of the text Interval or a statement

to the effect that the text interval is neither a dictionary phrase nor an inflected form

of a dictionary phrase.

In this description of the Translator, the following notations will be adhered to.

Collections of phrases will be denoted by capital script letters: • , £.

will denote the subfamily of e all of whose translations begin with the

letter a , b ,.... Phrases will be denoted by capital Roman letters: It E .....

The English translation of a Russian phrase R will he denoted by E(R) . Words will

be denoted by small Greek lettersý 6e , ..... Small oman letters %ill denote

numbers or themselves. To any Itussian word 0 1 phrase R I is associatedi its

canonicail form 0' 11-0 :ind its numeric'al logical sum g(H) . I gR)]

1). 2 ViEl; PII.\SE DIIC'TI)NA.IY

it- V Iw., al:tm1ly of Rtussian phrases in % hich the Ieft mist noitu or Ve-rb ovs.iurs ill

:tllIlt'lul I1t4ri1. a tn tLjt t ," the family of English tra~islattions. For ea'ch It , 4.

:i rcpresetntalivc w ord 'i hn canonical form is algorithmically determ ineit.4 ,. I) ;is

A'I I as its part of sp• ete h P.5) atmt: its intmbeding t' hin ta., x(,c. lt i . y(,. I)

r"cl;itit v to It that is. If 11 1 o.'. 01..+ ) , t' l .. . . then x(, . 0 -

El t • let now 4aI.)C4a be that subfamily o, 47 \\hose .:a, njcal ,'lpr'-

-tentatie wont is ' . The a-r-n;Lkimnal ctmtrdinates of . are definied as

D-I



x(a) max x(wi,R) y(a) = max y(w, R)
R c •a(W) R E

Conceptually, a typical entry in the phrase dictionary is

(g(R),E(R),w, POS,x( ),y())

The a-section of the dictionary mayi be written as

U (g(R), E(R), w, POS, x(a), y(a))
R E ga

and the entire phrase dictionary is

zU UJ (g(R), E (R), J O~( ,y")

(-)=a RE 

O(.)

D. 3 THE TEXT ANALYSIS

A prescribed Russian text will be regarded as an ordered set of ii words. I.:acii uj.l(

every word interval (a,b) a < b will be regarded as a text 1l)irase. Denote by V" the

set of text phrases, by &(R) the set of English phrascs in the phrasC dictionary.

Conceptually the textual analysis may be signified as

F: V - (e (A), gram matical fwuction)

Operationally only the dictionary significant phrases in Z7 arc a,:ilyzed, the others

being assigned an English phrase by fiat.

rhc analysis, interpretation, and production of data by the textual analysis allgorithm

are perhatps most succinctly described in the following conceptual flow chalrt. The

notations are as described in the introduction. Let It E(fl),o. lOS,x(n). (goo '

be the a-section of the phrase dictionary. Let w. be the i-th word in the orde'ec, text:

D-2
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STEP 1: Canonical form

STEP 2: Look up) W in ba (if not successful go to bf b Failint. go to

P~, i, POS, x(a), y(a)) -~ i, POS, T)} I X ( T C (i -x(a), i 4 -()

STEP 4: Canonical form

.(wi, POS, T)} -(i. POS, T)}

STEP 5: Logical sum

(i, POS, T),} - To.~ )
STEP b: Phraise dic(tionai.-i looxk up over- J g(T)t

'rhL* set of *ma) -~i yo triplus 0, POS, git) aver2 irdret acco)rinig tt) thtV ) 'gI~ .iih

pfirast~ T , the m-dric'ing anionigs eq.~ual length phrases Oinwg iniula trent Thi ni

logical sums gt' arze theni inathedai inst the svt apiar"i III Ic

Assumi ng the fi rst agi ement oc-curs tor gi, the A~gm-rhin thvii prto!h C

the into rinat Itin %eii

STEP 77

~~~~~J -. 'a-,. s)~I'ot



STEP 8: After an agreement has occurred [if no agreement occurs in STEP 6], the

textual tnalysis algorithm is repeated for wi+y(, S)+1 [w,+,] provided the indicated

subscript is -s n. Otherwise the text phrase translation is terminated by assigning

to all non determined text interval phrases T E V the English phrase "not significant,"

and grammatical function "none."
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Appendix E

OUT PUT OF THE INDEXING SYSTEM

The first few paragraphs of a geological article entitled "Phase Transformations in

the Interior of the Earth," by S. M. Stishov. Nature. Sep 1962 were used as input to

the Indexer (Fig. E-1). The simple and complex indexe2s are listed in Figs. E-2 and

E-3. Single words have been eliminated from the complex index, though not from the

simple. The computer dictionary is based on Sofiano's geological dictionary (Ref. 1).
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ýDA3OBLIE HIPEBP.AMjIEUH51
B I7JIYBHHAX 3EMJJH

itJkoc-r If [w]c t1 In hfoxai nu I IIImt 1 Iailiu ii Amiopux 'xiicx 11 yienwo (1). N~.apu, I'. IBam ii ir-
XVI I-X VII B it. rtoaaia0.1'1Iatt Onpoj0:1R0xII. NIaC- TOf!, J1. Altawc 11 e;p. 110 flh1jWiel.1tU cyjii.1liia"k-
cy it cpc ' ojimOI wiJOTIIOCM 3cmimz. floctcaokim 1iriri cjtioi; oxix 2tozziarnmr, 'ITO ~AC~IC;ty;W cI
ona~aaaztci. pannriof 5,5 cc/cmsi. A tazc WIRa 'IAOT- jtWIM HATpOM )l CtJIVIII3TII0ii o6oawnio' l iiaa-%o
IIOCmI zIflt(_ojrcO ii~~.~r opojx ina niotcpxulo- AtlITC)1 x1pONIcH1yTo-Iijan o6j1aCTb, COCTOflutanit
CTIV 3cmaitt It0 flpcfl.IiiacT 3,3 01/C.493, TO, CNICCII CI1JI11IM~TOB 11 IWNIC33.
OCTCTDC!I ILO,* flO31IttIU[O 11fC;ACTaflCUI1C, 'iTO Toopixn C:1OIICTOii, XU10ttI'ICIMIt AJiiIII3pCiI-
lIM'! 10.IOCTI, 3ommin yiicJitiitiiaOTci c rsryt!- g~iploB.auazoii 30MMl, Bo0 milO1'OM ,o;tU~pclltlst-

(NINITI.1 CyI1;OCTu~I-10r11x1 H-NCA31lTAlX NICTCO- iialianbi 110CqTzITaJiil, 'ITO Di M4IITIII! (060:10-11w~)
PIITOII, a T.lIMM B II II)ONIClON1 11OIyanfpitafnTCOpItII 30AIJ~nu, T. 0. B TOR Cc '1IaCTITI, IZOTOIpan PICIoIonO-
tipIo1ICXmrnt~tow, 3emLmi 113 rOptl't'or Ilr1iL'CTna. )KoII MOMAJy 3051IIOII i(Opoii Hi jIJlPO.% cyrqc-
Co.Tnlita tiptp1ioit~ 3moi~rx y'ICel.x ic mi.Ictit 0 TIIYCT miloro' rpamtiiii pa:iTIOn.l.

t1!.ICIm:I III IaIIIIJI4,It i anzy.3cicoro roonorn A. NtoG-
p:)ii 1866G r. o ;izcJnc:mIo.N 11m1o 3clvntr iicopo
IIoJIY'Il:aatl iiojlj10pntliy CO CropouINz G~cimo.,roronl,

NOTOpI)LI B zuomkio XIX it xia'zaic XX it. AK
;'nioti YCTa11OBIITb lia~il'Itto10 3cmao I

B3 20-x ro0;tAX TCt(Ylflcr'o CTOWcTitir1. .uvi
1'01IT-A;IIMIIjLT (1 IOP110711)Iit) 1 10M0IC tItcItIaii (11:11,0 te i
XIM111ý* 1'. 3'WMNUIai 1)~hu.'13 l111 t x OI MI NTCrat I Itto 0
ToNM. 'ITO 11 lI01)ltONIZI:ItablOpt1ttaIIii2I

mao~c l poj~cX 0IttZt) pa:31;0c1II II~C (JýP~cc
iwiqcc- no~1 II) I!1fCI l( IX OTIIOCT!1 , aa aoruim- 3

w.) *romy, rro miat I;meomM, imupt!Imop, 111)11 Iflani- E got

CIO!]: (CIJflMIT114i U,.fl)
IIITQIIII ~ ~ ~ I NICT; IIii' Idt;ia) 1 11 -- J6n

CTUCIIIIv MMTIAt:I. Cor-AZIC1 To ~rii rmltOToc3, Bi .

Taicmino I!IcZ!iii, tCh c.1;Iy~Ikii= oacaahI c niziat-

AleclW 11I~a CY fiohAtidii0uWO'IJ aO~I i)) Pu for 3om Enhs 3en t. By.4Aeity

Fig. E-1 Russian Text Used frEclsiIdxn
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AVFRAGF rf",'S!TV MELTING

CENTFR METAL

METALLIC
CHFMICAL

COAT I N(; MI X I URE

DENSITY ORI GIN

flIFVFRcNTIATFD PNOCLSS

SFIF ,T I A T I REG IION

EARTH ROCK

EARTH SHFLL SIDE

GEOLOGIST S IL I CATE

HYPOTHFS IS SLAG

I MPJR ITY s TRAT UM

INTERMEDIIATE SULPHIDE ORE

I HON SULPH I TE

IRON ýIFT:.OP ITE SUPPORT

LI IT SURFACE

MANTLE THEORY

MATTFk;

Fig. E-2 Simple Index
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IJ

AV.R•AGE I}Et \.SITY OF EARTH IRON WITH IMPURITY

COATING,SILI ATE, IRON MFTOPVITl, EISTFNCU C>

DpEiSTTIY nF A.T'H MATTER, nIF' Pq NjTr&1Inj.\ (1ý

DIFFFRFNTIiAFrio OF MATT EP MELTING OF SULPHIDF nPF

FAPTH, AVERA(E DENSITY OF METAL, MIXTURE OF SULPHITE AND

FAPTfl, Ut:NSITY OF MIXrURE OF SULPHITE AND METAL

EARTH, I0'( "; 1iJ CF'\TER RfE EG 1 0N,INTERMEf IATF,

EARTU, SIJ)AfE 0 SILICATE COATING

EARTW, THEi(RY nF ORIGIN op SILICATE STRATUM

EARIH SHELL SrRATUM,SILI ATE,

EXISTF.,CF "4 HON METE()[Il-. SULPHIDE ORE, MELTING OF

IMPURITY, IRON WITH ;UFPFAC f1r F,7-ATH

INTERMEDIATE REGIUN THFOPY OF (4liI IN OF F-A q f

I Rfl I NJ 7 OV F An I? I

IFig. E-3 Complex Intdex
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